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Semantics, WS 2003 – Assignment 4

Prof. Dr. Gert Smolka, Dipl.-Inform. Guido Tack

http://www.ps.uni-sb.de/courses/sem-ws03/

Recommended reading: Types and programming languages, chapter 11

Exercise 4.1: Wildcard Abstractions We extend the simply typed λ-calculus with wild-

card abstractions λ_ : S.t that abbreviate λx : S.t, where x does not occur in t.

Give typing and evaluation rules for wildcard abstractions, and prove that they can be

derived from the abbreviation stated above.

Exercise 4.2: Ascription We extend the simply typed λ calculus with type ascriptions

by introducing the following syntactic form:

t ::=. . .

t as T

(a) Give the appropriate typing and evaluation rules for ascription.

(b) Show how to formulate ascription as a derived form. Prove that the explicit typing

and evaluation rules correspond to your definition in a suitable sense.

Exercise 4.3: Let Bindings Let is usually defined as a derived form:

let x = t1 in t2 := (λx : T1.t2)t1

where T1 is the type of t1.

Another way of defining let as a derived form might be to desugar it by “executing” it

immediately – i.e., to regard let x = t1 in t2 as an abbreviation for the substituted body

t2[x := t1]. Give a detailed explanation why this might be a bad idea.

Exercise 4.4: Evaluation of record projection The evaluation rule for record projec-

tion (access to an element) looks as follows:

{li = v
i∈1...n
i }.lj −→ vj

This is slightly informal. Rephrase the rule in a more explicit form – you will notice that

the cost in terms of readability is fairly high.
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Exercise 4.5: Pattern matching (This is exercise 11.8.2 from Types and Programming

Languages.) In our presentation of records, the projection operation is used to extract

the fields of a record one at a time. Many high-level programming languages provide an

alternative pattern matching syntax that extracts all the fields at the same time, allowing

some programs to be expressed much more concisely. Patterns can also typically be

nested, allowing parts to be extracted easily from complex nested data structures.

We can add a simple form of pattern matching to an untyped lambda calculus with

records by adding a new syntactic category of patterns, plus one new case to the syntax

of terms.

p ::= x variable pattern

{li = p
i∈1...n
i } record pattern

t ::= . . . terms:

let p = t in t pattern binding

Evaluation uses a matching function that is also defined using inference rules:

match(x,v) = [x := v]
(M-VAR)

for each i : match(pi, vi) = σi

match({li = p
i∈1...n
i }, {li = v

i∈1...n
i }) = σ1 ◦ · · · ◦ σn

(M-RCD)

Evaluation rules:

let p = v1 in t2 −→ t2 match(p,v1) (E-LETV)

t1 −→ t′1
let p = t1 in t2 −→ let p = t′1 in t2

(E-LET)

(a) Give typing rules for the new constructs, making any changes to the syntax you

feel are necessary in the process.

(b) Sketch a proof of type preservation and progress for the whole calculus. You

don’t need to show full proofs – just the statements of the required lemmas in the

correct order.

Exercise 4.6: if as a derived form Look at the case construct for simple binary sum

types. Note the similarity between the typing rule for case and the rule for if in the

simply typed λ calculus: if can be regarded as a sort of degenerate form of case

where no information is passed to the branches. Formalize this intuition by defining

true, false, and if as derived forms using sums and Unit.
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